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Abstract 
We investigate a class of differential games, which we call pursuit games. Pursuit games have 
application to robotics: the pursuer models a moving obstacle and the evader models a robot 
that tries to reach a goal region without colliding with the moving obstacle, at each moment the 
robot does not know the future trajectory of the obstacle. The motion of the pursuer and the 
evader is controlled by its set of permissible velocities, called indicatrices. We allow indicatrices 
that are more general than the simple motion (i.e., velocities are bounded by an &norm circle). 
We provide sufficient condition for a pursuit game to “have value”; in this case we give optimal 
strategies for the pursuer and the evader. We prove that the pursuit game in which the pursuer 
and the evader are convex objects moving with simple motion “has value”. @ 1998-Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1, Introduction 
Statement of Problem. Pursuit game, also called game of guarding a territory, is a 
basic problem in differential games. It was through its study that Isaacs initiated the 
theory of differential games. He stated the pursuit game as follows [ZI, pp. 10, 191: 
In Fig. 1, Sz is a territory which P, the pursuer, is guarding from E, the euader. 
Both P and E travel with simple motion with the same speed and start from the 
positions shown. Capture means the coincidence of P and E. The payoff is to 
be the distance from the point of capture, if any, to !G?, which P is to maximize 
and E to minimize. If E can reach 52 without being captured, he regards this 
outcome as best of ail. How should each craft travel? 
Isaacs proposed the following strategies: 
Draw the bisector of P and E. Let D be the point of the bisector nearest 62. 
The optimal strategies for both players decree that they travel toward D. 
Isaacs did not justify the optimality of the strategies above - he did not even define 
the formal concept of “strategy”. The rigorous foundations for the theory of differential 
games were laid later by Friedman in [ 161 (and about the same time by others). He 
introduced the fundamental concepts of strategy, value, optimat pair of strategies, etc. 
. . . . . . 
+-+gj 
. . . . . . . . 
Fig. 1. Pursuit game. 
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Friedman also considers the problem of guarding a territory [16, p. 291. The strategy 
for P is simple: P always moves symmetrically with respect to the bisector of P and 
E (at the beginning of the game). He proves that this strategy is optimal and the game 
has value (which is the distance from D to L?): P (resp. E) cannot increase (resp. 
decrease) this distance. 
Reif and Tate [26] consider three-dimensional polyhedral pursuit games in which 
P and E are cubes and the environment is cluttered with polyhedral obstacles. The 
evader E wants to reach a given goal region, and the pursuer P wants to hinder E 
from reaching the goal by trying to capture E, i.e., collide with P. They prove that any 
algorithm which solves the decision problem for the polyhedral pursuit game must take 
at least exponential time in the worst case. This result is the first provable intractibility 
result for a robotics problem with complete information. They ask for exact solutions 
in restricted pursuit games, e.g., no obstacles. 
In this paper we consider pursuit games without obstacles. We first investigate the 
problem of guarding a territory for point evader and point pursuer, where more general 
sets of permissible velocities, also called indicatrices (of velocities), for P and E are 
allowed. Furthermore, we consider the case when P and E have convex shapes, in 
this case P and E are to move with simple motion (i.e., their indicatrices are equal 
Lz-norm circles). 
Main results. For the point pursuit game where the pursuer is faster than the evader, 
we provide upper and lower bounds on the numerical characteristics of the payoff of 
the game. Using these bounds we derive a sufficient condition for the game to “have 
value” and determine in that case optimal strategies for the pursuer and the evader. 
Similar results hold if the pursuer and the evader are equally fast. 
In the case where the pursuer and the evader have convex shapes and move with 
simple motion we prove that the pursuit game “has value” and determine optimal 
strategies for the players. 
We describe an example which shows that the pursuit game where the players have 
the same power ~ i.e., they move with equal indicatrices - may become difficult for a 
complete investigation. 
In all cases above we also analyse the complexity for computing the numerical 
characteristics of the “value” of the game and for determining the optimal strategy of 
the evader (if the game “has value”). 
Siynijcance of work. Pursuit games with indicatrices different from the Lz-norm 
circle, as far as we know, have not been considered before. We answer interest- 
ing questions posed by Reif and Tate [26]: they ask if exact solutions for restricted 
games (no obstacles) are possible. The pursuit game that we investigate here can 
be regarded as a quanti$ed variant of such restricted games: we want to know how 
near the evader can approach the goal. The problem studied here is therefore more 
general. 
Our proof technique is interesting as well. It is of a geometrical nature and establishes 
useful connections between pursuit games and the usual convex distances, which have 
been studied, for instance, within the framework of Voronoi diagrams in [9]. 
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Fig. 2. Defining the convex distance dc 
2. Preliminaries 
We first describe some notation used in the paper. For a subset X E lR2 the topological 
boundary of X is written bdX, the convex hull of X is written conuX. If p and q 
are points in lR2 then the line passing through p and q is written pq, we use p4 to 
denote the line segment connecting p and q, we denote the length of p4 by len(pq). 
The ray (halfline) from p through q is denoted by R[p,q). The distance between two 
sets X, Y c o;P2 is written dist(X, Y). We say that a point p E X realizes dist(X, Y) if 
dist(p, Y) = dist(X, Y). 
2.1. Convex distance functions 
Let C be the boundary of a convex body in R* containing the origin in its interior. 
Using C we define a convex distance dc in R* as follows. Given points p, v E IX*, 
then the distance (with respect to dc) from p to v is 
lenfpv) 
ddp, t’) = ~ 
len( pv’)’ (1) 
where v’ denotes the intersection of the half-line from p through v with C which is 
centered at p; see Fig. 2. Thus, when given an indicatrix of velocities C, normalized 
by multiplying with the time unit, we can use C to define a convex distance dc. In 
this case we may interpret the distance dc( p, a) as the shortest time needed to travel 
from p to v, provided that at each moment of time only velocities chosen from C 
are permissible. Let dc and dct be two convex distances. Given two distinct points p 
and q E R2, we define the bisector B(p, q) of’ p and q (with C assigned to p and C’ 
assigned to q) by 
B&q) = (0 E R2 1 d&t v) = &(q, u)}. (2) 
This definition of bisector generalizes the notion of bisector in the multiplicative 
weighted distance [5] and in convex distances [9]. If C and C’ are indicatrices of 
velocities, then the bisector B(p, q) consists exactly of points that can be reached by 
two moving point objects starting at p and q in the same shortest possible time, pro- 
vided that they choose their velocity vectors only from C and C’, respectively. 
We call the set D( p, q) = {v E R2 1 dc( p, v) < dcT(q, v)} the region of dominance of 
p over q. This terminology is motivated by the following observation: a moving point 
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that starts at p using C can attain any point of its region of dominance not latter than a 
moving point that starts at q employing C’. Let S be a set of points in lR*, S = {p, . . .}, 
let each point of S be assigned an indicatrix. The set R(p,S) = nqES,Ipj D(p,q) is 
called the Voronoi region of p (with respect to S). A subset W of R* is star-shaped 
- 
around p E R2 if for every x E W the segment px lies entirely in W. Given two 
indicatrices C and C’, we will write C’ 4 C to mean that the interior domain of C’ is 
a subset of the interior domain of C and that C’ n C = 8. The practical meaning of 
C’ <C is that moving using C is faster than using C’. 
2.2. Object model 
Besides the usual polygons in the planar linear world, we will model curvilinear 
objects by algebraic splinegons, which have been introduced in [ 131. An algebraic 
splinegon can be described by the boundary representation consisting of a single ori- 
ented cycle of edges that bounds a planar region [6, 121. Each edge is an algebraic 
curve incident to two vertices. An algebraic curve is either implicitly defined by a single 
polynomial equation f(xi,xz) = 0 or parametrically defined by a pair xi = fi(t)/g(t) 
and x2 = fz(t)/g(t), where fi, f2, and g are polynomials. We refer to [7] for further 
details. To avoid a cumbersome presentation of the paper, we will always assume that 
all algebraic curves - e.g., edges of an algebraic splinegon - are defined implicitly. In 
addition, determining an algebraic curve will mean determining its implicit representa- 
tion. 
We assume some primitive procedures for dealing with algebraic curve segments. 
Examples of such primitives are: 
l compute the intersection of a line with an algebraic curve segment, 
l compute the intersection of two algebraic curve segments or the distance between 
them, 
l determine the tangent line of a monotone curve segment from a point. 
Throughout the paper we use d to denote the maximal degree of the algebraic curve 
segments involved. Employing methods similar to that, for instance, in [6,7], we can 
implement the primitive procedures needed to run in time O(dO(“). We refer to, e.g., 
[7] for more accurate values of the constants 0( 1) in these time bounds. 
We will need to compute the Euclidean distance between simple algebraic spline- 
gons together with some points that realize it. Whereas the efficient algorithm in [ 141 
for computing the distance between convex polygons can be extended to convex (alge- 
braic) splinegons, and very recently Amato [2] determines the distance between simple 
polygons in linear time, to our knowledge it is not known if the distance between 
an m-edge and an n-edge algebraic splinegon can be computed in time better than 
O(d”” mn). So let O(d ‘(‘)).4(m n) denote the time needed for solving this problem. 
An appearance of n in a time bound makes explicit the dependency of the bound on an 
efficient distance computation. However, if one of the algebraic splinegons is convex 
then we have the following. 
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Lemma 1. The distance between a convex algebraic splinegon having m edges and 
an algebraic splinegon having n edges (together with a pair of points that realize it) 
can be computed in time O(d’(‘)(m + n)). 
The proof of this lemma can be found in Appendix A. 
If C is a splinegon or a chain of curved edges then we use /Cl to denote the number 
of its edges and vertices. 
Convention. When dealing with algebraic splinegons we will usually omit, for con- 
venience, the constant factor do(‘) in the Big-Oh notation for the related time bounds. 
3. Bisectors and Voronoi regions 
In this section we prove some results concerning bisectors and Voronoi regions 
needed for investigating the point pursuit games. Some of these results are of interest 
on their own. 
3.1. Bisectors 
Throughout this section we assume that C’ + C. For simplicity, we make the assurnp- 
tion that the interior domains bounded by C (at p) and C’ (at q) are disjoint; note that 
due to (2) we are allowed to shrink C and C’ by an appropriate positive scale factor to 
ensure this assumption. Observe that ifs is the scale factor then d,.x(p,a) = dx(p, a)/s 
for XE{C,C’}. 
Lemma 2. (i) The bisector B(p, q) is homeomorphic to a simple closed curve. 
(ii) The set D(q, p) is star-shaped around q. 
Proof. (i) Projecting C’ parallelly to pq onto C, we get the arc a&; see Fig. 3. 
We will prove that B(p, q) is the set of points b determined as follows. For each 
z E C’, the line L passing through z and parallel to pq intersects the arc 022 in exactly 
b 
Fig. 3. Determining the bisector B(p,q). 
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C 
Fig. 4. Illustrating the proof that D(q, p) is star-shaped around q. 
one point y. Since C’ 3 C, the rays from p through y and from q through z intersect, 
the intersection is the point b which we are after. In fact, by construction holds 
Wpb) len(qb) 
-zz 
len(py) len(qz)’ 
i.e., dc(p, b) = dcj(q, b). Furthermore, it is not hard to see that the construction above 
gives all points of B(p, q). We can describe B(p,q) by 
qb = qz 
1 - len( yz)/len( pq) ’ (3) 
Observing that in the formula above len(qz) >O and, by convexity, the functions 2 
and len(yz) depend continuously on z, it follows that B(p,q) is homeomorphic to C’. 
(ii) (Recall the assumption that the interior domains bounded by C placed at p and 
C’ placed at q are disjoint.) Let v be any point in D(q, p). The ray R[p, v) intersects 
C in a point y lying within the arc G;&z. We will prove that each point vi contained 
in the open line segment (q, v) also belongs to D(q, p). The claim is obvious if v lies 
on the line pq. Consider the case when v lies on C’ or in its interior domain. In this 
case holds 
(The constant 1 above is due to scaling.) 
Consider the next case: the point v lies outside C’ and the line pq. Refer to Fig. 4. 
Because v E D(q, p), we see that v also lies outside C. The rays from p and from 
q through v intersect C and C’ in y and in z, respectively. The claim is obvious if 
vi E (q,z); otherwise let L be the line passing through y and parallel to pq, it intersects 
the segment @ in a point y’; since dcj(q, v) d dc(p, v), the point y’ must lie between 
q and z. By the convexity of C, the ray from p through vi intersects C in a point yl 
that lies between the rays R[p, v) and R[p,q). Consider the line Li passing through yi 
and parallel to pq, it intersects the segment @ in a point yi. Again by the convexity 
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of C we see that y{ must lie in the open line segment (q, y’). From the order of z and 
y’, in @ it follows that 
len(qvl ) < Wqvl ) 
dc1(q,v,)= - ~ = 
Wpvl) 
Mqz) len(qyI ) Wpyl ) 
==&(P,Vl). 0 
Remark. The method for consorting the bisector as shown in the proof above still 
applies to the case when the assumption C’ -: C does not hold. However, in this case 
the bisector may become disconnected. 
Lemma 3. (i) Let C and C’ be convex polygons. Then the bisector B(p,q) consists 
of line segments and can be computed in 0(/C/ + /C’[) time. 
(ii) Let C and C’ be convex algebraic splinegons. Then the bisector B( p, q) is also 
an ulgebraic splinegon, and can be determined in 0( ICI + IC’l ) time. 
Proof. Refer to Fig. 3. Let T1 and T2 be the subsets of C’ that project onto @I and 02, 
respectively. Then, by convexity, ‘I; is either a singleton or a line segment (the latter 
case is not present in Fig. 3). If I;: is a line segment then, for definiteness, denote 
the boundary point of Z’i that is nearer to gi by zz, and denote the other boundary 
point of T, by z’. We have thus decomposed C’ into four disjoint connected parts: the 
open arcs z& (the left part of C’) and ~Tz; (the right part of C’), and the closed 
line segments 2’1 and T2. To compute B( p, q) we use the construction described in the 
proof of Lemma 2: We let z traverse C’ and determine at the same time which curved 
or linear edges of a?2 (the arc of C connecting (rl and q) and C’ have to be used to 
produce the corresponding part of the bisector - see Formula (3). This approach can 
efficiently be implemented by the so-called re~~~r~cat search [ 171: Let 9 and 9J be 
two sets of objects, among all the objects some relation R is defined, find all pairings 
(b,g) E 3? x 9 so that bRg holds. In our case an object of &J :=a& (a vertex or an 
edge) and an object of ‘9 := V’ (a vertex or an edge) are related if there is a line 
parallel to pq that passes through them. 
(i) Observe that if y and z run along line segments then the arising piece of bisector 
is also a line segment. Thus the bisector consists only of line segments. It consists of 
four parts - according to the decomposition of C’ determined before. 
Case (a) z E T;. Clearly, the corresponding part of bisector is a point if q is a point, 
or a line segment if Ti is a line segment. 
Case (b) z f z&. Using 117, Lemma I] we efficiently find out all pairings between 
objects in the arc a>* and objects in the arc z& - two objects are paired, or related, if 
there is a line parallel to pq that passes through them - in time 0( IO& I+ 1 zfiz I). We 
then run through the pairing list found, for each pairing we compute the corresponding 
piece of the bisector, which is either a vertex or a line segment, by using Formula (3). 
Case (c): z lies in the arc TUT;. This case is analogous to (b). 
(ii) Similar to (i), but with a difference: y and z now run along algebraic curve 
segments. By computing the multivariate resultant, see e.g. [6, p. 1651, we can prove 
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Fig. 5. Translating K’ with the translation vector L” + II. 
that each arising piece of bisector is algebraic, and its implicit representation can be 
found in time O(d”‘)). 0 
The following result will prove to be crucial in designing a good strategy for the 
pursuer in our point pursuit games. In fact, in the context of point pursuit games, the 
result shows how the pursuer should move to attain that the evader is not able to 
increase the convex hull of its region of dominance. 
- 
Lemma 4. (i) Let b E B(p,q), and let p’ E pb and q’ E 3 such that the segment p’q’ 
is parallel to the segment Pq. Then we have conv D(q’, p’) c conv D(q, p). 
(ii) Let p’ he any point in the segment pq with p’ # q. Then D(q, p’) c D(q, p). 
Proof. (i) We will use the following observation. 
Let K and K’ be homothetic curves, refer to Fig. 5. W.I.o.g., let the origin o be 
the homothety center. Assume that K’ = 2K for 0 < 1, < 1. Further, let 21 E bd K 
and v’ E bd K’ so that v’ = 2~. Then the translate of K’ under v’v and K ure 
homothetic with v as the homothety center. 
The proof follows. For any w E K, consider w’ E K’ so that w’ = Aw. Let x = w’ + D’U. 
Obviously, the segments u’w’ and VW are parallel. Moreover, because z = wlx we 
have z = uG’. Thus, the point U,X and w are collinear. It follows that 
len(vx) 
---= 
len(ow’) i 
---= 
len( vw ) len(ow) ’ 
We turn now to the proof of the lemma. We consider the case when b does not lie 
on pq, the proof for the remaining case is straigthforward. Place the indicatrix C at 
p and C’ at q. Since b E B(p, q), we can rescale C and C’ so that p’ E C and q’ E C’ 
(we still denote the resealed indicatrices by C and C’; see Fig. 6). We draw a line 
(not shown in Fig. 6) through q’ parallel to pb, this line intersects p4 in qo. From qo ~ - 
draw a line parallel to qb, this line intersects p’q’ and pb in qh and b’, respectively. 
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Fig. 6. The bisectors B( p, y) and B(p,qO) are homothetic. 
By construction, we have 
pp’ = qs = Tb 
and 
(4) 
4%) = 440. (5) 
Consider the translate C&, of the indicatrix C’ by the translation 470. Because of (5) 
we have 41, E Cio. Thus b’ E B( p, 40). 
Next we prove that B( p, qo) and B(p, q) are homothetic with the homothety center 
p. For any z E Ci consider z’ f C& such that @) = qs. The line zz’ intersects C in 
y. The ray R[p, y) intersects the rays R[q,z) and R[qo,z’) in x and x’, respectively. 
By construction, we have x E B( p, q) and x’ E B( p, 40). Clearly, 
len( px’ ) len(pq0 > ~ = ~ (= 1;;;;;;‘). 
Ww) Wpq) 
It follows that B(p, qo) and B(p, q) are homothetic with the homothety center p and the 
scale factor len( pqo)/len( pq) < 1. Observe that, by (4) we have B( p’, q’) = B(p, qo) + 
p2 = B(p,qo) + z. So, applying the observation above with p E o, b7”b E v’v, the 
claim follows. 
(ii) Let x E B( p, q); see Fig. 7. Then the bisectors B( p, q) and B( p’, q) are homothetic 
with the homothety center q and the homothety factor len(qp)/len(qp’); Fig. 7 gives an 
idea how to prove this. This observation together with Lemma 2 imply the claim. 0 
Fig. 5(b) shows that, in Lemma 4(i), D(q’, p’) need not be a subset of D(q, p). 
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Fig. 7. Point p’ lies within the segment p4 
3.2. Voronoi regions 
Let S be a set of points in R2, i.e., S = {pt ,..., phf,q}. Define N := c,<lC;l 
+ Icy) = MIC'I + CM IC;l. 
Lemma 5. If C’ < Ci for i = 1,. . . , M then R(q, S) is star-shaped around q. 
Proof. The claim follows from Lemma 2. c3 
Let A.?(n) denote the maximum length of a Davenport-Schinzel sequence of order s 
composed of n symbols, see [ 18, l] 
Lemma 6. (i) Let Cl,. . . , CM be convex polygons. Then the Voronoi region R(q,S) 
cun be determined in O(N log N) time. 
(ii) Let Cl,..., CM be convex algebraic splinegons. Then the Voronoi region R(q, S) 
is bounded by algebruic curve segments and can be computed in 0(&+,(N) 1ogN) 
time, krhere k denotes the maximal number of intersections between any two curve 
segments of the bisectors B(pi, q) for i = 1,. . . ,M. 
Proof. Using Lemma 3 we first compute the bisectors B(pl, q), . . . , B( pi, q) in to- 
tal time O(N). Because the Voronoi region R(q,S) is star-shaped around q, we can 
regard the boundary of R(q,S) as the upper envelope relative to q of the bisectors 
B( p, , q),. . .,B( pi, q). The algorithm of Hershberger [ 191 computes the upper envelope 
relative to the point (O,+co) of N “generalized” segments in time O(&+t(N)logN) 
if each pair of them intersect at most k times. 
(i) Applying the algorithm of Hershberger with k = 1 we can find the boundary of 
R(q,S) in time 0(&(N) log N) = O(N log N). 
(ii) Obvious, by using the algorithm of Hershberger with general k. 0 
Remark. (1) The number k in Lemma 6 can be estimated using Bezout theorem. (2) 
Using a divide-and-conquer argument one can easily show that the Voronoi region 
R(q,S) can be computed in time O(&+z(N)logM), which is useful if M < N. 
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4. Optimal strategies in pursuit games 
Throughout the rest of the paper, .Q denotes the territory to be guarded, which is 
assumed to be a compact set of R 2. We refer to Section A. 1, in Appendix A, for 
notation and results concerning differential games. 
4.1. One pursuer 
We consider the pursuit game where the point pursuer P moves by choosing velocity 
vectors from an indicatrix C and the point evader E moves by choosing velocity vectors 
from an indicatrix C’. We assume that C’ + C. The payoff is defined to be the distance 
from E to R when capture occurs. Denote the positions of P and E at time t by P(t) 
and E(t). The differential equation that determines the trajectories of P and E is as 
follows: 
{ 
P(f) = y(t), where y(t) E C, 
E’(t) = z(t), where z(t) E C’. 
The initial positions of P and E are P(to) = p and E(to) = q. The terminal set is 
F = {(t,Xp,xE) IQ = XE, to ~tdT}U{(t,XP,XE)IXp,XEEiW2,t~T}, 
where the deadline time T is sufficiently large and can be determined a posteriori once 
conditions for optimal strategies are found. Let D(q, p) be the region of dominance of 
q over p, which is bounded by the bisector B(p, q) = {u E R2 1 dc(p, v) = dcf(q, u)}. 
If Q and D(q, p) intersect then E may head for an appropriate point of 52 lying in its 
region of dominance, and reach Q without being intercepted by P. So we assume that 
52 and D(q, p) have empty intersection2 . Note that neither the strategy in [16] nor the 
strategy in [21] for the pursuer can be generalized to solve our problem. 
Theorem 7. The upper &value V” satisfies 
dist(S2, conu D(q, p)) d Srnnf V” d liy sfp V” d dWQ, Qq, PI>, 
and the lower &value V;, satisfies 
dist(Q, cona D(q, p)) d liF2f Va d liy s;p Vs d dist(Q,D(q, p)). 
+ 
Proof. (a) First we consider an upper &game G” - the evader moves first. Define 
an upper S-strategy T” = (3’ ,. . . ,?,“) for the pursuer P as follows. If the evader 
traverses from Ho to Hi along a curve HoHi by choosing a control zi(.) = Aa,, then 
the strategy ?,I generates for P a control vi(.) = ?*‘(zi) determined by the rule 
below: 
* Intersection detection for simple splinegons can be performed in linear time [12]. 
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Fig. 8. (a) If E plays z(t), resp. i(t), then P plays y(t), resp. y(t). (b) Outcome of an upper J-game, the 
pursuer P uses the basic guarding rule as its upper &strategy. 
Basic guurdig rule. See Pig. 8. If E is within the step size, then “catch” it. Oth- 
erwise consider, for each t in the co~esponding time interval, the indicatrix C of the 
pursuer at p(t). Project the control vector z(t) parallelly to the line pq on C. Choose 
control vector y(t) so that the endpoint of l)(t) coincides with the projection of the 
endpoint of z(t). 
In the next round, if E moves from Hi to HZ along a curve HlHz by employing 
a control z*(.) generated by a strategy A, 1 then the strategy T”.’ generates for P a 
control ,vz(.) = ?*‘(zi, yi ,z2) determined also by the basic guarding rule stated above. 
We define ?*3 , . , Fn similarly. 
If P chooses ?” as an upper d-strategy then by Lemma 4(i) (to be precise, we use 
its infinitesimal version, which can be derived by determining the average velocities 
of P and E on pp’ and qq’ and then letting p’ + p and q’ + q.) the trajectories 
resulting from (da,?) is so that capture occurs at a point which is at most one step 
size away from convD(q, p). It follows that, for any Ag, the upper b-value satisfies 
V6 2 dist(Q,conuD(q, p)) - g(6), where Frng(6) = 0. (6) + 
Let cu E B(p,q) realize dist(SZ,D(q, p)). Let E choose the constant strategy & = 
(&,I?...> iii+) that generates the constant control ?(.) which directs E to o. Then 
whatever upper b-strategy Ts is used by the pursuer, he cannot attain E at any time 
t-c;, where i is the smallest t with E(i) = Q. Clearly, if P(f) = E(f) then the 
payoff is dist(Q,D(q,p)), and if P(f) # E(f) then the payoff is <dist(QD(q, p)). 
Consequently, 
Y” < dist(fZ,D(q, p)). (7) 
Now the bounds for liminfd-,a V” and lirns~p~~a V” follows from (6) and (7). 
(b) Finally, consider a Zower &yume Gs - the pursuer moves first. Define a lower 6- - - 
strategy & =(&J,..., FJ,,,) for the pursuer as follows. The strategy G,i is a constant 
control vi(.) that makes P move linearly toward the evader. By Lemma 4(ii), the 
effect of this move is D(q, P(tl )) c D(q, p). If the evader in his turn moves from HO 
to HI along a curve HOHI by using a control ZI (.) = d ‘3 ‘(‘I ), then the strategy 4s.~ 
generates for P a control y2 = &(yi,zr ) determined by the basic guarding rule defined 
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above. The component strategies F~,J,. , cs,,, are defined similarly. If P chooses FJ as 
a lower &strategy then by Lemma 4 the trajectories resulting from (?n, &) are so that 
the evader is captured at a point which is at most one step size away from concD(q. pf. 
We conclude that, for any d”, the lower &value satisfies 
VJ B dist(G!, conuD(q, p)) - h(6), where F;R(6) = 0. (8) 
Let E choose the constant upper &strategy 2” = (,‘.l....,,a,n) that makes E move 
linearly toward a point 0) EB(~, P(tl)) nearest to 0, then no matter what lower 6- 
strategy is used by P, the pursuer position P(t) cannot equal E(t) for any to < t <f, 
where ? is the smallest t satisfying E(?) = o. If P(t” ) # E(I) then the resulting payoff 
is certainly 6 dist( Sz, D( q, P(to + 6)). Thus we obtain 
1’6 d dist(~,~(q,~(~o + 6))). (9) 
The claimed bounds for lim infs_o l/s and lim sup6_,, V,j follow from (8) and (9). 
For the following, recall that O(d”(“)n(m, n) denotes the time needed for computing 
the distance between simple algebraic splinegons of size 111 and n, see Section 2.2. 
Lemma 8. (i) Let C, C’ he convex polygons, and let St be a simple polygon. Then, 
the lower bound dist(Q,convD(q, p))jtir lim infd,0 V6 und lim infa,o Vh can be com- 
puted in time 0( ICI + ]C’I + ]sZl). The upper bound dist(G?,D(q, p)) for lim sup,,, V” 
and lim sup,,, b Y- can also be j&nd within the same time bound. 
(ii) Let C, C’ be convex u~gebru~~ sp~inegons, and let G be a simple aigebrai~ spline- 
gon. Then, the lower bound dist(S2, convllfq, p)) for lim infs_0 V* and lim infd+o Y<? 
can be computed in time O(]Cl + ]C’] + ]sZ]). The upper bound dist(QD(q, p)) for 
lim SUP~_~ V” and lim sup 6+. V6 can be determined in time T = O(]Cl + /C’I + ,4), 
where A denotes the time needed for computing the distance between D(q, p) and Sz; 
in particular, ij either D(q, p) or l2 is convex then T = O(jC] + IC’j + IQ]). 
Proof. (i) By Lemma 3(i) we can compute the bisector B(p,q) in time O(jCi + 
/C’l). Furthermore, the algorithm [25, 4.1.41 finds convD(q, p) within the same time 
bound. Finally, using the algorithm [2] we can compute dist(O, convD(q, p)) in time 
0( ]convD(q, p)I + jsZ/) = 0( ]C/ -I IC’] + l&2/>. Analogously, we can determine dist(QD 
(q, p)) using the same amount of time. 
(ii) Applying Lemma 3(ii) we compute B( p, q> in time 0(/C] + ]C’] ). We then use 
[7] to find convD(q, p) within the same time bound. Thus, by Lemma 1, dist(SZ,conv 
D(q, p)) can be determined in time O(lC] + IC’I + ]Ql). Proceeding similarly, we can 
find dist(O,D(q, p)) in time T = O(]Cl + ]C’j + A), with n = .4(jC] + ]C’(, ]sZl). The 
rest of the claim follows from Lemma 1. El 
We now continue investigating the strate_gy f* = {?A} for the pursuer and the 
strategy A* = {Ah} for the evader, where rd and db are introduced in the proof of 
Theorem 7. 
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Theorem 9. lf the distance from 52 to conv D(q, p) equals the distance from Q to 
D(q, p) then the game of guarding a territory has value, which is V = dist(O, 
D(q, p)). The strategies F* for P and A* for E are optimal. Furthermore, 
(i) if C and C’ are convex polygons, and Q is a simple polygon, then V and the 
strategy A* for E can be determined in time O(lC + IC’I + Ial). 
(ii) if’ C and C’ are convex algebraic splinegons, and Sz is a simple algebraic 
splinegon, then V and the strategy A* for E can be computed in time 
T = O(lCl + IC’I + A), where A = A(lCl + ICI, la/); in particular, if either 
D(q,p) or Q is convex then T = O(lC + IC’l + IQ]). 
Proof. If dist(SZ,convD(q, p)) = dist(Q, D(q, p)) then by Theorem 7 we have limb,0 
V’” = lima-0 Vd = dist(QD(q, p)). It follows that V = dist(SZ,D(q, p)). From the 
proof of Theorem 7 we see that the strategies r* and A* for P and E are optimal. 
Parts (i) and (ii) of the theorem follow from Lemma 8. Checking whether the sufficient 
condition for the existence of V is satisfied does not require (in the Big-Oh notation) 
more time. 0 
4.2. Many pursuers 
We now consider a pursuit game where the pursuer is a team composed of M point 
pursuers PI,. . . , PM. Assume that for i = I,..., A4 we have C’ 4 Ci, where C’ denotes 
the indicatrix of the point evader E and Ci denotes the indicatrix of 4. This game 
is a general variant of a game considered by Isaacs under the name The two cutters 
and the fugitive ship [21, p. 1481. Let the initial positions of PI,. . . , PM and E be 
Pl([O) = PI,...> PM(&) = pi and E(to) = q, correspondingly. 
We set N = Ci=i,...,M ]Cil+]C’l = (C,=i,,,.,,u ICil)+MlC’l and S = {q,Ri,...,PM). 
Define R = ni =,,,.,, M conv D(q, pi). 
Theorem 10. The upper o-value Vs satishes 
dist(Q, 2) < liF$if V” d lim sup V” d dist(Q, R(q, S)), 
S-0 
and the lower o-value Vd satisjies 
dist(Q k) < litnnf VJ < liy s;p Vd < dist(Q, R(q, S)). 
Proof (sketch). We replace the single pursuer P in the proof of Theorem 7 by the A4 
pursuers PI,. . , PM, each of which chooses in both upper and lower &game the same 
strategy as the single P would do. Without much difficulty we can show that 
dist(Q,R) - g(6)< Vs <dist(Q,R(q,S)), where Fmag(6) = 0, 
dist(!S,R) - h(6)< Vd ddist(SZ,R(q,S)),where pmoh(“) = 0, 
from which the claimed bounds can easily be derived. 0 
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In what follows, k denotes the maximal number of intersections between any two 
edges of the bisectors B(pi,q) for i = I,. . . ,M. 
Lemma 11. (i) Let Ci be convex polypns, for i = 1,. . . , M, and let St be u simple 
polygon. Then, the lower bound dist(Q, R) j&r lim infs,0 V” and liminfd,o VJ cun be 
computed in time O(N log N + 1 il;1/ ). The upper bound dist( 52, R(q, S)) for lim sup,,, V” 
and lim sup,,, 6 V can also be j&nd using the same amount of time. 
(ii) Let Ci be convex algebru~c s~~inegons, fbr i = 1,. . . , M, and let Sz be u 
simple algebraic splinegon. Then, the lower bound dist(Q,E) for lim infs_0 V” and 
liminf,l_,o Vd cun be computed in time O(&+l(N)logN). The upper bound 
dist(Q R(q, S)) for lim sup6_, V” and lim sup,,, Vd can be determined in time T = 
0(&+1(N)logN + A), where A = ii(&+z(N), lf21); in particulur, if one qf the sets 
R(q,S) and Q is convex then T = O~~~.~~(~)Iog~ + /&!I). 
Proof. (i) WecancomputeconvD(pl,q),..., convD(pM,q) by using Lemmas 3(i) and 
[25, Section 4.1.41 in total time O(N). Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 6 we can 
construct E in time O(N log N). The complexity of i is known to be O(Nz(N)), where 
ix(-) denotes the extremely slowly growing functional inverse of Ackermann’s function, 
see [18]. Thus, the algorithm in [2] computes dist(Q,?i) in time O(_~~(N)~ IQ\). The 
total time is O(N log N + Ial) since 1ogN dominates a(N). Proceeding similarly, we 
can find dist(QR(q,S)) within the claimed time bound. 
(ii) By Lemma 3(ii) and [7], the convex hulls of D(q,pl),. . .,D(q, PM) can be 
found in total time O(N). Observing that the maximal number of intersections between 
any two segments of the boundaries of convD(q, pi) for i = 1,. . . ,A4 is still <k, 
it follows that the set R has complexity 0(&+2(N)) and can be computed in time 
0(&+,(N) log N) - see the proof of Lemma 6. Therefore, by Lemma 1, the total time 
needed for determining the distance between g and !J is O(Rk+r (N) log N +&+2(N) + 
1521) c 0(&+2(N) IogN -t iti!). Using Lemmas 1 and 6(ii), the rest of the claim can 
be proved similarly as above. 0 
Let each pursuer P, (with i = 1,. . . ,M) choose the strategy r* = {&} and the 
evader E choose the strategy A* = {ia}? where FCs and da are as described in the 
proof of Theorem 7. 
Theorem 12. If‘ the distance from 62 to z equuls the distance from St to R(q,S) 
then the game of guarding a territory has v&e, which is V = dist(Q, R(q, S)). The 
strategies r,* for e, (i = 1,. . . ,M) and A” for E are optimal. Furthermore, 
(i> if CI , . . , C&f und C’ ure convex polygons, and Q is a simple polygon, then V 
and the strategy A* for E cun be determined in time O(N log N + IQ/). 
(ii) if Cl,..., CM and C’ are convex algebraic sp~inegons, and 52 is a simple algebraic. 
splinegon, then V and A* can be computed in time T = O(/Zk+l(N)logN + A), 
wherti A = A(&+,(N), IQj). Especially, if either R(q,S) or 52 is convex then 
T = O(&+z(N)logN + [Szl). 
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Fig. 9. Indicatrices are &-norm circles that are in degenerate position. 
Proof (sketch). The theorem follows from Theorem 10 and Lemma 11. Note that we 
can check whether the sufficient condition for the existence of V is satisfied without 
requiring (in the Big-Oh notation) additional time. 0 
4.3. Pursuer and evader have the same indicatrix of velocities 
Assume now that C = C’. If C is strictly convex then it is not hard to see that the 
bisector is a bi-infinite curve that can be determined in time 0( [Cl) by using reciprocal 
search as in the proof of Lemma 3. If C is convex but not strictly convex (such as 
an L ,-norm circle), then in degenerate configuration the usual bisector may consist 
of two-dimensional faces, e.g., the faces F1 and F2 in Fig. 9. Such degeneracies do 
not occur in pursuit games, because P is entirely free to choose his velocities. Fig. 
9 shows an example for the L, -norm circle: P plays best by selecting controls only 
within the range bounded by vi and 212. 
Results analogous to that in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 also hold in the case consid- 
ered here. But now it may hold that convD(q, p) = R2 (recall that if C 4 C’ then 
convD(q, p) is a bounded set), which makes the situation more complicated: the ana- 
logue of Theorem 7 would provide in this case the trivial lower bound dist(S2, rW2) = 0. 
Fig. 10(a) illustrates an example where convD(q, p) = R2 holds. In this example, the 
pursuer should not employ the basic guarding strategy solely (see the basic guarding 
rule described in the proof of Theorem 7), because otherwise E may first move toward 
some appropriate point on the bisector, to which P also travels; but at the moment 
when the region of dominance of E reaches some point of Sz, E appropriately changes 
his direction to reach Q and wins. Some details follow. 
As shown in Fig. IO(b), E first moves towards the point “at 03” of the upper part 
of the bisector B(P(t),E(t)) so that when E is at E(tl) then P is at P(tl) (because P 
applies the basic guarding strategy). As P(tl) and E(tl) are the translates of P(t) and 
E(t), respectively, under the same translation vector, the bisector B(P(tl), E(tl)) is the 
translate of the bisector B(P(t),E(t)) under that translation vector too. 3 Now, let 2 
3 This is a consequence of the E’s choice of the point at M of the bisector as a temporary goal point. 
Instead, he could choose a finite (far enough) point on the bisector as a temporary goal point; in this case, 
the bisector at time tl is the homothety of B(P(t),E(t)) with a homethety factor < 1. 
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Fig. 10. The pursuer should move to the right. 
be a point in the intersection of D(E(tl),P(tl)) with 52, then E can move to Z safely 
without being captured by P. 
However, there is a better strategy for P: he should move such that the area bounded 
by the cone, whose boundary consists of two half-lines outgoing from P(t) and parallel 
to the edges D1 and D2 of the indicatrix C placed at P(t), becomes smaller - provided 
that initially E starts within the cone. As soon as E runs on the boundary of the cone, 
holds conu D@(t), P(f)) n !2= 0, which can be seen by taking account of the shape 
of C, refer to Fig. 11. Now P can employ the basic guarding strategy. In this way P 
can hinder E from reaching 52. Note that the choice of the edges D, and D2 is quite 
specific to the example. In the general case, edges with the properties described above 
need not exist. 
4.4. Pursuer and evader have convex shapes 
In this section, we study a generalization of a problem that was considered by Isaacs 
[21, The football players p. 1451 and Friedman [16, Simple blocking game p. 2051. 
In their problem the pursuer is a circle and the evader is a point, both move with 
simple motion; the territory is assumed to be a half-plane. While the solution of Isaacs 
is rather heuristic, the rigorous solution of Friedman makes use of heavy analytical tools 
(“Isaacs equation”, which is a nonlinear partial differential equation). In our problem 
both the pursuer and the evader are allowed to be arbitrary convex objects. 
Let KP and KE be the shapes of the pursuer and the evader, respectively. The payoff 
of the game is defined to be the distance from the shape of E to Sz when capture occurs, 
i.e., when the shapes of P and E collide. We fix a reference point on KP, and let KPP 
denote KP located in R2 with its reference point at p E R2. We similarly introduce the 
notation KE, so that if q = 0 then KE, = KE. 
Applying the conjguration space approach [24] we grow KP, and 52 by KE to 
obtain objects in the configuration space: Kp, 8 KE, 528KE, and the point q that 
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Fig. I I. The convex hull of D(E(t),P(t)) does not intersect D when E meets the boundary of the moving 
cone. 
represents KE,, where 8 denotes the Minkowski difference, i.e., if A,B c R2 then 
A 8 B := {a - b 1 a E A and b E B}. The set KP, 8 KE is convex and can be computed 
efficiently [ 17,6]. Thus, in this way we have reduced the original game to a game in 
which the pursuer is a convex object and the evader is a point. Note that we have to 
grow the shape of the pursuer by the shape of the evader, and not vice versa. Note 
also that the distance between KE, and 52 can be inferred from the distance between 
q and Q 8 KE. In the following lemma, K denotes a convex object. Fixing a reference 
point on K we denote by K, the object K located in R* so that its reference point is 
at p. 
Lemma 13. Let q E R2 with q # Kp. Let TI and T2 be the supporting lines of Kp that 
pass through q. Further, for i = 1,2, if 7;: and bd Kp intersect exactly in one point, 
then denote the intersection by ai; otherwise, 7; n bd Kp is a line segment, denote the 
point E z 0 bd Kp nearest to q by ai. 
Let b E B(K,,q), and let k be the point on bd K,, nearest to b. 
(i> The bisector B(K,,q) is a convex d@erentiable bi-injinite curve. The bisector 
of k and q is the tangent to B(K,,q) at b. The region of dominance of q over 
222 
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Fig. 12. Illustrating the proof that B(K,,y) is a convex curve. 
KP is convex. Moreover, B(K,,q) has two asymptotic lines that are the bisectors 
of q,al and ofq,m. 
Let k’ E kb and q’ E 2 such that the segment k’q’ is parallel to the segment kq. 
Then D(q',K,f ) c D(q,K,), where K,,, is the translate of KP under the translation 
k;. 
Let K E K,, nearest to q. Then for uny K’ thut lies in the segment Eq with IC’ #q 
holds D(q,K,,) c D(q,K,), where KPt is the translate of KP using the translation 
vector I&. 
Proof. (i) Observe that a point b belongs to B(K,,q) if and only if there is a (unique) 
circle centered at b that touches KP and passes through q. Thus, each point b E B(K,, q) 
can be uniquely parameterized by a point k E o& and a supporting line of KP at k; 
in fact, the point b is the intersection of the perpendicular at k to that supporting line 
and the bisector Tb of k and q (Fig. 12). 
It can be proved that B(K,,q) is a differentiable curve and Tb is the tangent to 
B(K,,q) at b, see [22]. Moreover, if k tends to Ci and the supporting line tends to c 
then the perpendicular at k to that supporting line and the bisector of k and q become 
parallel. Therefore, for i = 1,2, if k tends to Gi and the supporting line tends to T, then 
b tends to infinity. 
To prove that B(K,, q) is a convex curve, we prove that at each point b E B(K,, q), 
the bisector B(K,,q) lies entirely in the half-plane that contains q and is bounded 
by the tangent to B(K,, q) at b. For any point 1 E o>z, let NI be a perpendicular at 
1 to bd KP (i.e., perpendicular to a supporting line of KP at l), see Fig. 12. Let x be 
any point on NI that lies between 1 and the intersection of Nl and Tt,. Because Tb is 
the bisector of k and q, we have len(xk) <len(xq); in addition, by convexity of KP 
we have len(x1) < len(xk). Thus len(x1) < len(xq). We conclude that x C$ B(K,, q). 
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Fig. 13. The bisectors r,. I and Too.2 of 4,“~ and of q,az are the asymtotic lines of B(&,q). 
Let T,, I be the bisector of q, (~1; see Fig. 13. If Tt is not the only supporting line 
of KP at ~1 then an (infinite) endpiece of Too,! itself is a part of B(K,,q). Consider 
the remaining case. Let K be the point E cr& that is nearest to q, then by convex- 
ity K # crl. The point K will be used as a critical position for distinguishing different 
cases in the proof. For an arbitrary k E &I, let b E B(K,,q) be parameterized by k and 
a perpendicular to bd KP at k. Further, let m and m’ be the midpoints of qal and 8, re- 
spectively. Clearly, the line bm’ is the tangent to B(K,,q) at b. Let u be the intersection 
of T,, I and bm’, then the point b must lie in urn’ since len(bq) = len(bk) <len(bat ) . 
Obviously, the distance fi from b to T oo, I satisfies 6 < len(m’m) = len(kat )/2. It follows 
that 6 + 0 if k + (~1. Similarly, we can prove that the bisector Tm,2 of q and ~2 is the 
other asymptotic line of B(K,,q). 
(ii) We will need the following claim. 
Let b and c E B(K,,q), let k and m E bd KP be the nearest points of b and c, 
respectively; see Fig. 14. Let v be the intersection of the lines bk and cm. Further, 
let CI be the measure of the angle (bvc), denoted by a = A (bvc), and let fl= A (kqm). 
Then A (bqc) = cx + Z/3. 
The proof follows. Let Bb and B, be the bisection lines of the angles (qbk) and 
(qcm), respectively. Let w and w’ be the intersection of B,. with Bb and kb. In case 
(a), as shown in Fig. 14, we have 
a + y = A (ww’b) = 7~ - (A (w’wb) + x)) 
= 7c---xx. 
(10) 
Moreover, 
A(bqc) = (5 -x) +P+ (5 -y) 
(11) 
= 7c+p-x-y. 
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Fig. 14. Illustrating cases (a) and (b) in the proof of Lemma 13(ii). 
Thus, from (10) and (1 l), we get A (bqc) = (x + 28. In case (b) we obtain 
!x+y = A(ww’b) = 71-(A(w’wb)+7t-XX)) 
= -p+x. 
Furthermore, 
A(bqc) = (;-Y)-((;-+B) 
(12) 
(13) 
= p+x-y. 
It follows from (12) and (13) that A (bqc) = cx + 28. The proof for the remaining 
simpler cases ~ e.g., LY = 0, the points k and nz coincide, etc. - are similar. 
We return now to the proof of (ii). Let c E B(K,,q) and let m E 022 nearest to c. 
Refer to Fig. 15. Further, as above, let K E 022 nearest to q. We consider the case 
when k,m, IC are distinct, and m E ~01 and k E I&; the proof for the remaining cases 
is similar. Because m E rc^l the point c lies in the same half-plane bounded by qm as 
cri. Analogously, because k E r&z the point b lies in the same half-space bounded by 
qk as Q. Consider the point n so that z = kk’; obviously, n lies on bd Kp,. We want 
to prove that c is nearer to Kpl than to q’. To this end, it suffices to prove that c is 
nearer to n E bd Kpf than to q’. If c E Kp, then we are done, otherwise by the claim just 
proved above we have A (CL+) < A (cqb), which implies that A (cmn) < A (cqq’). Using 
len(cnz) = len(cq), len(mn) = len(qq’), and A (cmn) < A (cqq’), it follows from the law 
of cosine that len(cn) < len(cq’). 
(iii) Let h E B(K,,q); see Fig. 16. Let k E Kp nearest to 6. We first reflect the 
points ti and k with respect to the perpendicular from b to the line Kq to obtain the 
points m and n, respectively. We want to prove that b is nearer to K,,, than to q. If 
b E Kpj then we are done, otherwise consider k’ with 2 = z’, clearly k’ E bd K,,. 
We prove that len(bk’) < len(bq). Observing that len(bq) = len(bk), len(hk) <len(bk), 
- 
and len(brc) = len(bm) we have len(bq) < len(bm), so q must lie in the interval Km. 
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Fig. 15. Illustrating the proof that D(q’, KPt ) C D(q,&) 
b 
Fig. 16. The convex body KL, moves toward q. 
By convexity the angle (qrck) is >,7c/2, therefore the point Y with c = G must 
lie in the interval kn. Thus, since rc’ l Icg, we have k’ l kr, so k’ l kn. It follows 
that len(bk’) d len(bk) = len(bq), i.e., b E D(K,f, q), which together with (i) imply the 
claim. 0 
Now let P(t) and E(t) be the positions of the reference points of KP and KE at 
time t, respectively. As described above we can equivalently consider the pursuit game 
for the pursuer with the shape KPpctJ am (initially at p, i.e., P(to) = p) and the 
point evader (initially at q). Using Lemma 13, we derive similarly as in Theorem 7 
the following basic guarding rule for the pursuer: 
l Basic guarding rule. See Fig. 17. If E is within the step size then capture it. Other- 
wise consider, for each t in the corresponding time interval, the current goal point w 
of E on the bisector B(KPpct) s KE,E(t)) (‘f 1 such a goal point exists). Now compute 
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.I’ 
R 
Fig. 17. Illustrating the basic guarding rule for the pursuer. The dotted curve is the bisector of the convex 
set KPq,) 0 KE and the point E(t). 
the tangent to B(KPp(,, d KE, E(t)) at w, and choose v(t) so that y(t) and z(t) are 
symmetric to that tangent. If CIJ does not exist - the evader “retreats” - then just 
choose y(t) = z(t). 
Roughly speaking, the basic guarding rule specifies how the pursuer should make its 
move in response to the evader’s move to attain that the region of dominance of the 
pursuer does not increase. This will be proved in Theorem 14. 
Let r* denote the pursuer strategy which is deduced from the basic guarding rule 
above in a similar manner as in the proof of Theorem 7. Let A” denote the evader 
strategy that linearly leads the evader to the point of D(q, KP, 8 KE) nearest to Sz. The 
following theorem is the main result of this subsection. 
Theorem 14. The pursuit game stated above has value: V is the distance between the 
set 52 8 KE and the set D(q, KP, 8 KE). The strategies r* for the pursuer and A* for 
the evader are optimal. Furthermore, let KP and KE be convex algebraic splinegons. 
(i) If Sz is a convex algebraic splineyon, then the value V and the strategy A* for E 
can be determined in time O(IKPI + IKE + ls21). 
(ii) If Q is an algebraic splinegon, then V and A* can be computed in time O(IKPI + 
IKEI . MI. 
To prove the theorem, we need the following result. 
Lemma 15. Let KP and KE be convex algebraic splinegons. 
(i) If Sz is a convex algebraic splinegon, then the distance between s2 8 KE and 
D(q,KP, 8KE) can be determined in time O(IKPI + IKEI + IQl). 
(ii) If Sz is a simple algebraic splinegon, then the distance between RGKE and 
D(q,KP, 8KE) can be computed in time O(IKPI + IKEI . IQl). 
Proof. Using [ 17,6] we first determine the algebraic boundary representation for the 
convex set KP, 8KE, whose size is O(lKPl + IKEI), in time O(lKpl + IKEI). Since 
KP, 8 KE consists of algebraic curves, we can easily prove that the bisector 
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B(KP, d KE, q) consists also of algebraic curves. Moreover we can construct B(KP,, 8 
KE,q) in time O(IKPI + IKE/). 
(i) As above we can compute the convex set sZ@ KE in time 0(/Q] + IKEI). To 
apply Lemma 1, we decompose D(q, KP, 8 KE) into two convex algebraic splinegons: 
an unbounded one having only three edges - the two half-infinite curves and the 
segment connecting their endpoints - and the rest one, which is bounded. Thus, by 
Lemma 1, we can determine the distance between D 8 KE and D(q, KP, 0 KE) in time 
OWI + IKEI + 14). 
(ii) Applying [6] we can find QeKE in time O(IKEI . Ial). The set QsKE has 
complexity O(IKEI . IsZl). Th e rest of the proof proceeds similarly as in (i). 0 
Proof of Theorem 14 (sketch). The proof is very similar to those of Theorems 7 and 
9, here we use Lemma 13 to prove that, as 6 + 0, the limes of Vd and l’” exist 
and equal the distance between Q2eKE and KP, 9 KE. Parts (i) and (ii) follow from 
Lemma 15. 0 
4.5. Generalizing to higher dimensions 
The concept of bisector introduced in this paper can be extended to higher dimensions 
for dealing with pursuit games in higher dimensions. In RD the bisector B(p, q), with 
indicatrix C assigned to p and indicatrix C’ assigned to q, is either homeomorphic 
to the sphere SD-’ (if C + C’) or to the hyperplane RD-’ (if C = C’). Furthermore, 
it can be proved that if C and C’ are piecewise linear then B(p,q) is also piecewise 
linear. If Kp is a convex body in RD and q is a point #Kp then the bisector B(K,, q) 
is a convex hypersurface that is homeomorphic to a hyperplane. Except the results on 
combinatorial and time complexity, the other results in the previous sections can be 
generalized to higher dimensions. 
5. Discussion 
To compute an optimal strategy for the evader, we need to compute the distance 
between sets; we don’t know how to efficiently determine the distance between, for 
instance, general polytopes (along with some points that realize it). 
If dist (Q,conoD(q, p))<dist(QD(q, p)), we were not able to prove nor disprove 
whether optimal strategies for the pursuer and the evader exist, see Theorem 7 and the 
example in Section 4.3. 
We may consider the following (somewhat unrelated) problem. Consider a set S 
of II points in the plane, to each of which we assign an indicatrix Ci so that for 
every distinct pair of indicatrices Ci and Cj either C’i + Cj or Cj -X Ci or Ci = Cj holds. 
The problem is to compute the corresponding Voronoi diagram W(S) based on the 
indicatrices C I,. . . , C,,. Clearly, this kind of Voronoi diagram VII(S) generalizes the 
multiplicative weighted Voronoi diagram considered in [5]. By [27] the combinatorial 
complexity of the Voronoi diagram VD(S) is 0(n2+“); furthermore, W(S) can be 
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(3) len(ab) + len(M) < len(cf) + 
(4) len(ce) + len(ed) < len(ab) + 
14f 4 
len(bd) 
not shown.) 
Fig. 18. The obstacle set is symmetric with respect to the line ab. The target 0 lies in the union of 
two halfcircles having center at e and f, resp., and radius len(ed). The inequality (4) and its symmetric 
counterpart ensure that at the beginning each point of Q is nearer to the pursuer (at c) than to the evader 
(at a). 
computed in randomized expected time O(n2fc), for any E > 0 (in an appropriate model 
of computation). The algorithm in [5], which computes the multiplicative weighted 
Voronoi diagram of n points - whose size is f9(n2) - in deterministic time O(n*), 
shows that the bounds found are almost tight. Does there exist an efficient deterministic 
algorithm for computing ID(S)? 
Can the concept of geodesic bisector [3] help when considering analogous pursuit 
games with obstacles? Consider the example illustrated by Fig. 18. At the beginning, 
the pursuer is at the position c, and the evader is at a. Assume that they travel with 
simple motion. We can tailor the obstacles so that the inequalities shown in Fig. 18 
hold. Then, although at the beginning each point of the target Q is nearer to the pursuer 
than the evader, by employing the following strategy the evader can always reach Q 
- no matter what strategy is used by the pursuer. Evader strategy: (1) go to b, (2) if 
the pursuer is in the left (resp. right) half-plane bounded by the line ab then choose 
the right (resp. left) path, (3) when at d (resp. g) compute the winning path. 
It might be interesting to consider analogous pursuit games where the pursuer and 
the evader are constrained to move within a simple polygon with simple motion. These 
games belong to the more general class of the von Neumann’s bounded pursuit games 
[21, p. 2701. 
Appendix A 
A. I. D@erential evasion-pursuit gumes 
In this section we introduce the fundamental notation and concepts in differential 
games. We closely follow the approach of [16]. Some of the concepts given here are 
less general than that in [ 161 because we have slightly adapted them to the games 
studied in this paper. 
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Let Y be a compact subset of R’ and Z a compact subset of R”. Let f = (fi,. . . , fm) 
be a mapping defined on [to, To] x Rm x Y x Z with values in R”. 
If we take y(.) a function defined on [to, To] with values in Y and z(.) a func- 
tion defined also on [to, TO] but with values in Z then by means of J’ and an initial 
condition x(to) =x0 we obtain a system of m ordinary differential equations 
g(t) = f(Cx(t), v(t)3z(t)) (A. 1) 
for an m-vector-valued function x(.) = (xi , . . . ,x,) on [to, TO]. We call y(.) control 
Jitnction for y, and z(.) control Junction jbr z. The set Y is the control set for y, and 
Z the control set for z. 
From now on we assume the following conditions: 
(i) The mapping f is continuous on [to, TO] x W x Y x Z 
(ii) There is a constant k 20 such that 
If(t,x.?j,z)l d WI + 1x1) 
for all (t,x, y,z) E [to, TO] x [w” x Y x Z, where 1x1 = (xf + . . + xi)‘i2 
(iii ) For each R > 0 there is a constant kR such that 
I.f‘(t,x,_v,z> - f‘(txv,z)l < klx -xl 
for all t E [to, TO], y E Y, z E Z, and all x,X E lRm with 1x1 <R and X <R. 
Under the assumptions above it can be shown [ 16, Theorem 1.2. l] that for any con- 
trol function y(.) and z(.) on [to, TO] there exists a unique solution x(.) for (A.]) 
on [to, TO]. Thus, given control functions y(.) and z(.) on [to, TO], we can safely talk 
of the trajectory corresponding to y(.) and z(.). 
Let F be a closed set in the (&x)-space such that F contains the set [Ti, co) x R” 
for some TI with to < TI <TO. We call F the terminal set. 
It follows from the definition of the terminal set F that the set {(&x(t)) ) t E [to, TO]} 
intersects F. Since F is closed, there exists a smallest j E [to, TO] with ( t,x( 7 )) E F. 
We denote it by t(x) or - because x(.) is uniquely determined by the controls y(.) and 
z(.) - by t(y,z). We call t(x) the capture time of the trajectory x(.), or the capture time 
corresponding to the controls y(.) and z(.). Let g(t,x) be a given function defined for 
all (t,x) E [to, TO] x Iw” that maps bounded sets into bounded sets. Using g we define 
a functional 9 that operates on the set of control pairs y(.) and z(.) as follows: 
.%%Z) = g(t(.V),x(t(.Y,z))). (A.2) 
The functional 9 is called the payofi 
In the differential game defined by the system (A.l) and the payoff (A.2) we have 
two players who choose control functions y(.) and z(.). The first player will try to 
maximize the payoff by choosing y(.) - call her/him the pursuer P, while the second 
player will try to minimize it by choosing z(.) - call her/him the evader E. 
To cope with the fact that differential games are played in a continuous manner, 
we discretize the time interval [to, TO] into steps with the size 6 (we will let 6 --) 0), 
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and study two &approximating games {G”} and {G -} b m which the players alternatively 
make their moves step-by-step. In the “upper” game G”, the evader must move first 
- the pursuer has a &advantage of information - and conversely in the “lower” game 
Gg, the pursuer must move first - now the evader has a &advantage of information. 
By studying the games G” and Gg, and letting 6 --f 0, we capture the characteristics of 
the original continuous game. 
We divide the interval [to, 2’01 into II intervals Zi of the same length 6 = (To - to)/n, 
i.e., 
lj = (tj- 1, <i] where tj = to + jS for j = 1, . . . , IZ. 
We denote by q the set of all measurable functions defined on I/ with values in Y, 
and by Zj the set of all measurable functions defined on I, with values in Z. Thus, I; 
and Zj are the sets of control functions on Ij for P and E. 
Let T”,j be any map from Zi x Y1 x x Zj_, x I;-, x Zj into 15. We define an 
upper h-strategy for y as an n-tuple 
Upper &strategies for z can be defined similarly. Let d”~j be any map from Yi x ZI x 
. . . x I;-, x Zj_l x q into Zj. We call an upper &strategJJ for z an n-tuple 
d+4~“,..+C16’n). 
Let ra,j be any map from Yi x Zi x . . . x q-1 x Zj-i into 5 and rd, 1 any element 
of the function space Yi. We define a lower S-strategy for y as an n-tuple 
Similarly, we define lower d-strategies for z. Denote by A6,j any map from Zi x Y, x . . 
x Zj_1 x ri-1 into Zj and by Aa, 1 any element of the function space Zi. A lower 
b-strategy for z is defined to be an n-tuple 
Given an upper d-strategy r” for y and a lower d-strategy 46 for z, we can uniquely 
construct controls y” for y and zg for z by constructing their restrictions to the intervals 
Ij, denoted by yi and zj, successively for j = 1,. . . , n as follows: 
ZI = 4.1, 
yl = rs+,, ), 
and for j = 2,. . . , n 
(A.3) 
(A.4) 
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The control pair (y’,za) is called the outcome of the b-strategy pair (ds, r”). The 
payoff corresponding to these controls - we have denoted it by P(y’,za) - will also 
be written as P[da, r”] or as P[d~,i, Y’,‘, . . , AS,,, r6,n]. 
The scheme above is called an upper b-game, denoted by G6. As we have seen 
above, in G” the player y chooses an upper S-strategy, the player z chooses a lower 
d-strategy, and then they make “moves” according to (A.3) and (A.4). Note that in 
an upper &game the player z must make the first move, thus the player y has an 
advantage of information. We call the number 
V” = inf sup . . inf sup P[A~. 1, Ys3’, . . . , A6,n, ,‘,“I 
A d , i-,)-l A ,, ,, P ” 
the upper b-value of the upper &game G’. 
The concepts of a lower &game and lower &value are introduced similarly. A lower 
&game, denoted by G6, consists of a lower &strategy ra for y and an upper S-strategy 
A6 for z. Given the S-strategy pair (Ta, A”) we can uniquely construct controls ys for y 
and z6 for z by constructing their restrictions to the intervals Ij, denoted by yj and Zj, 
successively for j = 1,. , n as follows: 
L’I =&,I, 
zI = A”,‘(yl), 
and for j=2,...,n 
(A.5 1 
(‘4.6) 
The control pair (ya,z”) constructed this way is called the outcome of (Td, A”). We will 
denote the payoff 9”(ys,z6) also as P[Th, A”] or as Y[G,,, A’,‘,. . ,&,,,A’,“]. We de- 
fine the lower &value by 
V;i = sup inf . . 
r A,‘-’ il. I
.~pin~B[&A”~‘,..., r,,,, Ah,“]. 
d. I, 
We call a pair of S-strategy sequences G = ({G”}, {Gh}) a difirential game associated 
with the differential equation system (A. 1) and the payoff (A.2). 
If the sequence of upper value V” converges to a number V+, then we call V+ = 
limd _ s V” the upper value of the differential game. Similarly, if the sequence of lower 
value Vd converges to a number V-, then we call V- = lima-o Vd the lower value of 
the differential game. Moreover, if Vf and V- are equal then we set V = Vf and call 
it the value of the differential game. We then say that the differential game has value. 
The fact that in the continuous game, at every moment each player has complete 
information of the controls chosen in the past by himself and by his opponent leads us 
to introduce the notion of strategy as follows. Let both y and z choose lower d-strategies 
l-6 and Aa. Then, the controls yg and zs are determined by their components yi, . . , yn 
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and zi , . . . ,z, (defined on the intervals Ii,. . . , In,), which are given by 
YI =r&l 
ZI = Aa. I 
and for 2<j<n by 
(A.7) 
(A.81 
We call (yd,zb) the outcome of (rd, Ah). We call a sequence r = {rd} a strategy for y. 
Analogously, we call a sequence A = {Ad} a strategy for z. Suppose that, as 6 --) 0, 
lim y6 = 7, lim zs = Z, and limxs =X. Then we call (7, Z) the outcome of the pair of 
strategies (r, A). We define the puyofs corresponding to (r, A), written Y[T, A], to be 
the number P(u,Z). Suppose that the differential game G has value V. We call a pair 
of strategies (r*, A*) a saddle point or an optimal pair of strategies if
.qr, A*] G,qr*, A*] = v dP[r*, A] 
for any strategies r for y and A for z. We also say that r* and A* are optimal 
strategies. 4 
A.2. Proof of Lemma 1 
Let P, resp. Q, denote the given convex, resp. simple, algebraic splinegon. We want 
to generalize Theorem 3 in [lo], which states that the distance between a convex 
polygon and a simple polygon can be computed in linear time, to algebraic splinegons. 
To this end, we first show that the part of a simple splinegon visible from a view point 
can be determined in linear time. Indeed, the algorithm in [ 151 can be generalized in 
a simple way to algebraic splinegons as follows. First, by [7, Lemma 2.3.111, we can 
segment all the edges of an algebraic n-splinegon to obtain an algebraic O(n)-splinegon 
having only monotone edges in total time O(n). 
We segment the monotone curved edges further by adding their critical points with 
respect to the view point as new vertices, see Fig. 19(a). In this manner, we ensure the 
monotony and visibility properties of the edges with respect to the view point (asserted 
in Lemmas l-5 of [15]), which is required for the correctness of the algorithm in [ 151. 
Figs. 19(b) and (c) illustrate how to take over the notation used in [15] when dealing 
with splinegons. Thus the part of the splinegon Q visible from the extreme vertices of 
the convex splinegon P, which is needed by the approach in [IO], can be computed 
in linear time. Now it is not hard to see that Algorithm 2 in [lo] also applies to our 
case. q 
4 The definition of outcome, payoff and saddle point presented here is somewhat less general than that 
given in [ 16, p. 241, but is more comfortable when dealing with the class of games considered in this paper. 
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a critical point 
L’ ,/’ 
:..,, y::... 
.:.‘.. s? ,,, 5” ., 
one-sided tangent at u 
a!.!/ x 
1.. . 
Fig 19. (a) Adding critical(&ints with respect to th&‘&ew point x to the b&&dary of an algebraic splinegon. 
After adding critical points (b) The view point being X, then XIUJ~ is a left turn, and xuq is a right turn. 
(c) tuuI is a left turn, and tua2 is a right turn. 
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